Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

Word
nepotism

n. [favoritism shown to relatives by those in power, as by giving
them jobs]
Related Words:
cronyism: n. favoritism shown to friends by those in power, as by
giving them jobs
Analogy:
nepotism : relative :: cronyism : friend
nepotism : kinship :: jingoist : nationality

nib

1.
2.

n. [the beak of a bird] bill; pecker
n. [the point of a pen] penpoint; tip

niggardly

adj. [in a stingy or cheap manner] grudging; miserly; stingy;
scrimy; parsimonious

nip

1.
2.
3.

lavish; generously;
prodigal

v. [to stop the growth of something] snip; clip
v. [to take a bite] nibble; munch
v. [to have a painful effect on because of cold] freeze

Analogy: nip : eat :: jot : write
nirvana

1.
2.

noisome

1.
2.

n. [the heavenly state of perfect bliss that exists beyond the
cycle of reincarnation (in Hinduism and Buddhism)] Elysium
n. [any place of complete bliss and peace] heaven; paradise
adj. [having a bad smell] malodorous; rancid; foetid; fetid;
putrid; nauseous
adj. [injurious to health] baneful; harmful; pernicious;
unwholesome; noxious; insalubrious; unsalutary

1.

fragrant

2.

beneficial; healthy

Analogy: noisome : smell :: cacophonous : sound
nomadic

adj. [tending to travel and change settlements frequently]
itinerant; roving; roaming; wandering; migrant; migratory;
peregrine; peripatetic; vagrant; vagabond
Related Words:
wanderlust: n. a very strong urge to wander or travel

nomenclature

n. [a system of names used in specific branch of learning or
activity] terminology; taxonomy

nominal

1.
2.

adj. [very small compared to expectations] insignificant;
slight; trifling; token
adj. [in name only, not in reality] titular; stated; formal;
ostensible; purported

1.
2.

real; genuine

Analogy: nominal : significance :: disjunctive : unity
noncommittal

adj. [not committing to any point of view or course of action]
neutral; reserved; wary; cautious

nondescript

adj. [so lacking in distinct or individual characteristics as to be
dull and uninteresting] plain; dull; uninteresting

nonplus

v. [to confuse or perplex] dumbfound; perplex; amaze; baffle;
bewilder

remarkable; striking;
conspicuous

Analogy: nonplus : perplexity :: infuriate : rage
nostalgia

n. [a feeling of longing for the past or bygone things] yearning;
sentimentality; homesickness; wistfulness

nostrum

1.
2.

notorious

adj. [having an exceedingly bad reputation] infamous. n.
notoriety

n. [hypothetical remedy for all diseases] panacea; elixir
n. [a medicine whose efficiency is questionable] quack
medicine
angelic; eminent;
renowned

